
Unit 3 Legal environment of business 
Chapter 37 - Partnerships 
➔ Overview of partnerships 

◆ The association of two or more persons to carry on as co-owners a 
business for profit forms a partnership, whether or not the persons intend 
to form a partnership. 

◆ Partnerships are governed by the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA) of 1914, 
which has been revised several times (most recently in 1997, now the 
RUPA). 

➔ Is it a partnership? 
◆ The following factors help determine if an association is a partnership: 

● Partners share profits 
● Partners share management of business 
● Partners usually share losses 

◆ Referring to yourselves as partners does not create a partnership, but 
maybe evidence that one was intended. (ref: Vohland v. Sweet) 

◆ Charitable businesses are not partnerships. 
➔ Partnership by estoppel 

◆ Partnership by estoppel applies if: 
● Participants tell other people that they are partners (even though 

they are not), or they allow other people to say, without 
contradiction, that they are partners. 

● A third party relies on this assertion; and 
● The third-party suffers harm. 

➔ Partnership creation -- examples 
◆ Several musicians agree to form a band and share profits 
◆ Two students stand in line for hours to buy 10 concert tickets.  They sell 8 

tickets for a $5 fee per ticket and split the profits. 
➔ Liability to outsiders  

◆ Partners with actual or apparent authority may bind the partnership. 
● Actual Express Authority –set forth in a partnership agreement, or 

in decisions made by a majority of partners. 
● Actual Implied Authority –reasonably deduced from the nature of 

the partnership, partnership agreement, or relations of the partners. 
● Apparent Authority –acts of a partner apparently carrying on the 

ordinary partnership business bind the partnership, so long as that 
third person has no knowledge or notice of the lack of actual 
authority.  

◆ Ratification 



● If the partnership accepts the benefit of an unauthorized transaction 
or fails to repudiate it, it has ratified the transaction. 

◆ Information 
● Under the Uniform Partnership Act, whatever one partner knows, 

the partnership is deemed to know. 
◆ Tort Liability 

● A partnership is liable for the negligent torts of a partner in the 
ordinary course of business or when the partner is acting with 
actual authority. 

➔ Paying partnership debts 
◆ Personal Liability – each partner is personally liable for the debts of the 

partnership. 
◆ Joint and Several Liability – a creditor may sue the partners jointly as a 

group or separately as individuals. 
◆ Incoming Partners – are liable only for debts incurred after becoming a 

partner; liability for earlier debts is limited to the capital investment in the 
partnership. 

➔ Limited partnerships 
◆ Have general (active management) and limited (money-only) partners. 
◆ In a limited partnership, only the general partners are personally liable. 
◆ In a limited liability limited partnership, the general partner is not 

personally liable for the debts of the partnership. 
◆ Formation of limited partnerships requires a filed certificate of limited 

partnership. 
➔ Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) 

◆ Partners in an LLP are not personally liable for debts of the partnership 
(whether arising from contract or tort). 

◆ An LLP is not a taxable entity and it has the right to choose its duration. 
➔ Partnership creation - the LLP 

◆ Unlike an ordinary partnership, creating a limited liability partnership (LLP) 
must comply with a state’s limited liability partnership statute 

◆ Formation of an LLP requires filing a form with the secretary of state, 
paying an annual fee, and using proper terminology 

● Registered Limited Liability Partnership, RLLP, Limited Liability 
Partnership, LLP 

➔ Professional corporations 
◆ Most states let professionals incorporate. 
◆ In many states, PCs provide more liability protection than a partnership. 
◆ The corporation may be liable for an individual member’s mistakes, but the 

innocent professionals are not at risk. 



➔ Partners and ownership 
◆ When a partnership or limited liability partnership is formed, partners 

contribute cash or other property – partnership capital – to the partnership 
● Belongs to partnership as an entity 

◆ Tangible and intangible property acquired by a partnership presumptively 
belongs to the partnership as an entity rather than individual partners 

➔ A partner's partnership interest 
◆ As owner of a partnership or LLP, a partner has an ownership interest in 

the partnership 
◆ The partnership interest includes partner’s: 

● 1.Transferable interest 
○ Partner’s share of profits and losses and right to receive 

partnership distributions 
● 2.Management and other rights 

○ Not transferable unless unanimous agreement by remaining 
partners 

➔ Relationships among partners 
◆ Financial Rights 

● Partners share profits equally, unless agreed otherwise. 
● Partners share losses in the same ratio as profits. 
● Unless agreed otherwise, partners get no pay for work done 

beyond their share of profits. 
○ Hooper v. Hooper: scrap metal bros. 

◆ All partnership property belongs to the partnership, not to an individual. 
◆ A partner can transfer the right to profits, but not membership in the 

partnership. 
● Creditors can obtain Charging Orders 

◆ Management Rights 
● Each partner has equal rights in management of the partnership 

unless otherwise agreed. 
● Partners with authority have the right to bind the partnership to a 

contract; even partners without authority have the power (but not 
right) to bind. 

● Unless agreed otherwise, partners have an equal vote on matters 
of partnership business. 

● All partners have a right to inspect and copy the partnership’s 
books and records.  Partners are also required to share any 
important information with all other partners. 

● Information: New York Life; landlord 
◆ Management Duties 



● Duty of Care – duty owed by partners to manage the partnership 
affairs without gross negligence, reckless conduct, intentional 
misconduct, or knowing violation of law. 

● Duty of Loyalty – duty of utmost loyalty.  Duty to not compete with 
partnership, turn over any profit to partnership, and avoid conflicts 
of interest. 

● Duty of Good Faith & Fair Dealing – duty to deal with each other 
and the partnership in a fair way. 

➔ Terminating a partnership 
◆ Partnership at Will vs. Term Partnership 

● Partnership at Will -- the partners have not agreed in advance how 
long their partnership will last; any of them may leave at any time. 

● Term Partnership -- the partners have decided on a length of time 
or a particular task to be completed; the partnership automatically 
ends at the end of the time or task. 

➔ Dissociation 
◆ Dissociation occurs if a partner quits. 
◆ When one or more partners dissociate, the partnership can either buy out 

the departing partner(s) and continue in business or wind up the business 
and terminate the partnership. 

◆ A partner always has the power to leave a partnership but may not have 
the right. 

◆ Rightful Dissociation 
● Partner in a partnership at will gives notice that he intends to 

withdraw. 
● Partners agree in advance on events that will cause dissociation. 
● Partner dies or becomes incompetent. 
● Partner is expelled by the other partners. 

◆ Wrongful Dissociation 
● Partner violates the partnership agreement. 
● Partner withdraws before the end of the term. 
● Court expels a partner in a term partnership due to harmful 

behavior. 
● Partner in a term partnership is bankrupt. 

➔ Continuation of partnership business 
◆ Financial Settlement 

● If the partnership decides to continue (by unanimous vote), it must 
pay the ex-partner the value of her share of the business. 

◆ Liability of the dissociated partner to outsiders for debts incurred before 
dissociation 



● A dissociated partnership is liable to outsiders for debts incurred 
during her term as a partner, but the partnership must indemnify 
her for these debts. 

◆ Liability of Dissociated Partner for Debts Incurred After Dissociation 
● A dissociated partner is liable to outsiders for partnership debts 

incurred within two years after she leaves, but only if the creditor 
reasonably believes she is still a partner. 

● A partnership must indemnify her for these debts. 
● Ex-Partner should file a statement of dissociation with the Secretary 

of State (Effective 90 days after filed). 
◆ Liability to the Partnership 

● If the ex-partner harms the partnership after she leaves, she is 
liable for the damage. 

➔ Termination of the partnership business 
◆ Ending a partnership business involves three steps: 

● Dissolution --decision to end business; can be voluntary or 
automatic. 

● Winding Up -- During the winding up process, all debts of the 
partnership are paid, and the remaining proceeds are distributed to 
the partners. Partnership should give Notice of Dissolution to third 
parties. 

○ Debts to Outside creditors then to Partners (loans) 
○ Return of Partners capital 
○ Profits (good luck with that) 

◆ The Partner who conducts this “winding up” is entitled to compensation. 
◆ Termination -- the end; happens when winding up is complete. 

Chapter 36 - Starting a business (small business franchise) 
➔ Business entities 

◆ When we talk about entities, we are referring to the type or structure of the 
business as opposed to what the business does. Business entities are 
subject to taxation and must file a tax return 

◆ Some business entities are considered for federal tax purposes to be not 
separate from its owner. Such is the case with single-member limited 
liability companies and sole proprietors. The income and deductions 
related to such entities are reported on the same tax return as the owner 
of the business. 

➔ Overview 
◆ Choosing a form of business is important because the business owner’s 

liability and control of the business vary greatly among the many forms of 
business 



● What you choose depends on where you want to go 
➔ Choice of entity factors 

◆ Ease and cost of formation 
◆ Taxation 
◆ Flexibility 
◆ External Liability 
◆ Management and control 
◆ Transferability/continuity 
◆ Financing or capital 

➔ C Corp double tax hit on asset sale 

 

➔ Earnings bailout - 100k income 

 



 

 

➔ Secretary of State 
➔ General considerations for small business 

◆ When choosing a business entity, entrepreneurs should consider:  
● Ease of creation 
● Owners liability 
● Tax considerations 
● Need for capital 

◆ Requirements for all business forms: 
● Business name registration. 
● Occupational licensing. 
● State tax registration. 
● Health and environmental permits. 
● Zoning and building codes. 
● Import/export regulations.  

◆ Protecting Intellectual Property: 



● Trademarks: A trademark cannot be the same as another’s mark 
or so similar that confusion might result. 

○ For the most protection, trademarks should be registered 
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). → 

● Trade Secrets: Must be divulged to key employees. 
○ Employees may be required to agree in their employment 

contracts never to divulge those secrets. 
○ Noncompete clauses may also be included in employment 

contracts. 
◆ Obtaining Loans: A bank loan allows the owner to retain full ownership 

and control of the business but the bank may restrict some future business 
decisions as a condition of granting the loan. 

● Banks may be also reluctant to loan funds to businesses that are 
not established. 

● SBA loans or state grants may also be available to small-business 
owners. 

➔ Sole Proprietorship 
◆ A sole proprietorship has only one owner and is an extension of its owner 
◆ It is not a legal entity and cannot sue or be sued, so creditors/claimants 

sue the owner 
◆ Advantages:  no formalities, taxes flow to owner, owner takes all profit and 

control 
◆ Disadvantage:  owner bears all risk of loss 
◆ The owner is the business; anyone who does business without creating a 

separate business organization has a sole proprietorship. 

 

➔ General considerations 
◆ Requirements for All Business Forms: 

● Business name registration. 
○ DBA or fictitious name statement 

◆ Occupational licensing. 
◆ State tax registration. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Owner is in complete control and receives 
all profits 

Owner is personally liable for all torts/ 
contracts 

Flexibility Lacks continuity after death 

Ease of creation; maintenance Difficult to raise financing 



◆ Health and environmental permits. 
◆ Zoning and building codes. 
◆ Import/export regulations.  

➔ Franchises 
◆ Are not actually a separate form of business – they can take almost any 

one of the ones discussed already. 
● Franchising is a popular method of starting a business that is a 

compromise between employment and starting your own business.  
● Franchisees have freedom to make many choices, but are limited in 

other ways. 
◆ Franchise: agreement so that Franchisor (Owner of trademark, trade 

name or copyright) licenses Franchisee to use the trade mark, trade name 
or copyright in the sale of goods or services. 

◆ Types of Franchises: 
● Distributorship. 
● Chain Style Business Operation. 
● Manufacturing or Processing Arrangement. 

➔ Laws governing franchises 
◆ Governed by commercial sales and contract law.  If franchise is primarily 

for the sale of goods, UCC Article 2 governs.  
◆ State and federal laws regulate franchising to protect franchisee. 
◆ The contract states parties’ rights and duties and can include an exclusive 

“territory” to market goods/services.  
➔ Franchise contract 

◆ The Franchise Contract can include: 
● Franchisee’s type of business entity including capital structure, 

sales quotas and record keeping. 
● Location of the Franchise 
● Premises are leased or purchased. 

◆ Quality Control is a legitimate issue for Franchisor because of good will, 
reputation and trademark value.  Courts will not question Franchisor’s 
strict supervision but Franchisor may be liable for torts of agents. 

➔ Franchise termination 
◆ Duration of the franchise is a matter determined by contract of the parties. 
◆ Provides Remedies for Default and Breach. 
◆ Wrongful Termination. 
◆ Good Faith and Fair Dealing. 

➔ General partnership 
◆ A partnership is an unincorporated association of two or more co-owners 

who carry on a business for profit. 



◆ Each co-owner is a general partner. 
◆ Unless otherwise agreed, partners share profits, losses and management 

equally. 
◆ Partnerships are easy to form (sometimes it happens unintentionally!) 
◆ Partners can be held personally liable for the partnership actions and 

debts. 
➔ Partnership 

◆ A partnership has two or more owners or partners and includes several 
forms: general, limited (LP), limited liability (LLP), limited liability limited 
(LLLP), or professional 

◆ Though a legal entity, a partnership is not a federal tax-paying entity, thus 
all income or loss must be reported on the individual partner’s federal 
income tax return whether or not distributed or allocated to partners 

➔ The general partnership 
◆ Every state has enacted partnership laws 
◆ The Revised Uniform Partnership Act (RUPA) of 1994, with the 1997 

amendments, is a model partnership statute 
➔ Partnership creation 

◆ RUPA defines partnership as an “association of two or more persons to 
carry on as co-owners a business for profit.” 

● Partners share profit and loss 
◆ A partnership is a voluntary and consensual relationship and may exist by 

law even if the parties entered it inadvertently, without considering 
whether they had created a partnership 

➔ Partnership pros and cons 
◆ Advantages: 

● They don’t pay taxes 
● They are easy to form. 
● Partners help with the work and financing. 

◆ Disadvantages: 
● Each partner is liable personally. 
● Funding may be difficult (can’t sell shares). 
● Management may be difficult. 
● Transferability is limited. 

➔ Dissociation 
◆ Dissociation occurs if a partner quits. 
◆ When one or more partners dissociate, the partnership can either buy out 

the departing partner(s) and continue in business or wind up the business 
and terminate the partnership. 


